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Message from the Guest Editors

Forest soils, in many regions of the Earth, are among the
least transformed by humans in terms of their
morphological, physicochemical and biological properties.
Thus, they still may serve as a benchmark for arable and
reclaimed soils. Recently, forest soils have received great
interest for their potential role as a stable and efficient sink
for the atmospheric carbon dioxide sequestered in the soil
organic matter. Permanent monitoring of forest soils is
known to sensitively reflect both the global-scale
processes.

However, many forests have been substantially
transformed or even created by humans to improve their
productivity and profitability. Presently, such ecosystems
are being widely reconstructed with the aim of restoring a
more natural structure and functioning, taking into
account soil properties and processes.

This Special Issue welcomes articles on the themes focused
on forest soil properties, monitoring of forest soil quality
and restoration in natural, human-impacted and human-
created forest ecosystems.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Forests (ISSN 1999-4907) is an international and cross-
disciplinary, scholarly forestry journal. The distinguished
editorial board and refereeing process ensures the highest
degree of scientific rigor and review of all published
articles. Original research articles and timely reviews are
released online, with unlimited free access.

Our goal is to have  Forests be recognized as one of the
foremost publication outlets for high quality, leading edge
research in this broad and diverse field. We therefore invite
you to be one of our authors, and in doing so share your
important research findings with the global forestry
community.
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